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Cells regulate their internal environ-
ments, homeostatically maintaining
molecular concentrations, and adjust-
ing these in response to stimuli. They
succeed despite the regulatory net-
works responsible being intrinsically
noisy. Random fluctuations in mole-
cule counts are inherent in biochemical
signal processing, and the role of this
noise is incompletely understood. In
particular, how does evolution struc-
ture networks to tolerate such noise?
From an engineering perspective, how
can we design synthetic networks
with low output noise?
In this issue, Komorovski et al. (1)
present a general method to analyze
how the structure of biochemical
networks gives rise to noise in its
outputs. In principle, this allows us
to take any modeled network, and
efficiently calculate the contribution
each reaction makes to the variability
in all concentrations. One can then
ask quantitatively how perturba-
tions—changes in reaction rates,
molecular concentrations, or even in
network structure—could increase or
decrease the variability in any output
of interest.
Komorovski et al. (1) employ the
linear noise approximation (LNA) to
stochastic chemical kinetics (2). The
key quantity is the covariance S, a
matrix quantifying the noise in every
network component. The key result is
that S decomposes into a sum withhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.02.031
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in the network, so that the contribution
of a reaction to the overall variability is
estimated by its corresponding term in
the decomposition of S.
Precisely, from a specification of
the network, one calculates the re-
sponse matrix A, which describes
how the network state instantaneously
responds to fluctuations, and the dissi-
pation matrix D, which describes the
instantaneous contribution of count
noise; both of these are sums with
one term for each reaction. The time
evolution of covariance is described




¼ ASþ SAT þ D: (1)
Because Eq. 1 is linear in S except for
the contribution from D, and D decom-
poses into a sum across reactions, S
likewise decomposes into a sum across
reactions. Furthermore, Komorovski
et al. (1) show that the term corre-
sponding to a given reaction has an in-
tuitive interpretation: it is the noise that
would be removed from the network if
that single reaction were replaced by
its (noise-free) deterministic approxi-
mation.
The noise decomposition in Eq. 1
is, in principle, valid whenever the
LNA is valid—certainly for networks
where reaction rates are approximately
linear in the concentrations, for exam-
ple those at stable steady states in
which all molecular components
have very high concentrations. More
generally, the LNAmeasures a reaction
network’s first departure from its
deterministic approximation, and so
is valid for any large enough chemical
reaction network, regardless of
whether it is at a steady state, at least
for a finite time (3). As such, the noise
decomposition could be employed to
quantify the variability of a network’s
transient response to stimuli.
A challenge to the applicability of
this decomposition, and to the LNA
more generally, is that the approxima-tion is bad at detecting its own failure.
That is, the validity of the method
can be meaningfully tested only by
comparing with simulations of the
full stochastic model. For example,
the discrete probability distributions
governing the evolution of stochastic
networks are generically more vari-
able than in Gaussian approximations
such as the LNA, and such appro-
ximations fail to capture transitions
between multiple steady states of
a network. Thus, in any given reaction
network, the noise decomposition
will need to be evaluated in the
context of detailed stochastic simu-
lations to delineate its range of valid-
ity. Once the validity is established,
however, the noise decomposition
may be used to assess the effects of
perturbations to the network more
efficiently than by further stochastic
simulation.
Of course, the decomposition’s
applicability to specific biological
networks depends on the model actu-
ally capturing the key features of the
network being studied. While prog-
ress is being made on inferences of
both network structure and parame-
ters, individual biological networks
are generally complex, often dynami-
cally rewiring in response to changes
in conditions, and provide material
for decades of experimental and
theoretical studies. The noise decom-
position’s immediate value may be
outlining the generic noise features
of biological networks, and in aiding
the design of (less complex) synthetic
networks structured to limit output
fluctuations.
In particular, Komorovski et al. (1)
highlight the noise characteristics of
output degradation, the last step in
a pathway. The simplest manner of
degradation is that each molecule is
degraded independently at a constant
rate, analogous to the decay of radioac-
tive isotopes. This fixed form of the
degradation fixes count variance to
1638 Wallacebe equal to its mean: intuitively, to reg-
ulate the count more tightly, molecules
should degrade faster when counts are
above the target, and slower when
counts are below the target. The noise
decomposition gives a general argu-
ment for this in the context of chemical
reaction networks, extending previous
work that established the utility of sim-
ple closed-loop regulated degradation
in reducing noise (4). Specific exam-
ples of how nonlinear degradation
rates decrease the output noise are
given in Komorovski et al. (1); future
work should address how these may
be instantiated effectively with sto-
chastic chemical networks themselves.Biophysical Journal 104(8) 1637–1638This suggests that experimentalists
studying quantitative regulation of pro-
tein or small molecule levels should
focus on mechanisms of degradation,
as much as production, as the source
of regulation.
Models similar to stochastic kinetics
are applied, beyond biochemical sig-
naling networks, in ecology and neu-
roscience. The noise decomposition
presented here also promises to be
useful in understanding the propaga-
tion of noise in ecological and neural
networks.Thanks to Nichole Collins, Erik Hom, and Dann
Huh for comments on the manuscript.REFERENCES
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